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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Greetings Counter Economists, 

This might be our most valuable issue yet. 

In the first article on Trends & Forecasting, Vin Armani describes           
the profound evolution of money and banking from Nathan         
Rothschild to cryptocurrency to understanding blockchain tech       
and automated smart contracts. Vin includes the first industries         
that will be disrupted by “tokens.” 

The next article for Entrepreneurship is one of the most requested           
topics: ways to make money without a traditional job. I explore           
how to find your passion and decide how to pick a product or             
service to make money from it. It also has links to tons of tools to               
get started. 

In this month's Self-Sufficiency, Brian Berletic describes how to         
secure clean drinking water for you and your community at an           
affordable cost. You absolutely cannot be independent unless you         
take responsibility for providing yourself with clean water. 

The information in the Wealth article this month about legal ways           
to avoid taxes is pure gold. It will pay for your subscription to             
Counter Markets for an entire lifetime. 

Finally, our Bitcoin and silver reports reveal perhaps the most          
interesting month in the history of cryptocurrency. Wait until you          
see the charts in this report.  

Thanks for your membership! In liberty and prosperity, 

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Smart Contracts On The Blockchain - The Coming Disruption 

 

By Vin Armani 

We are on the cusp of a major disruption in the predominant            
global financial paradigm. How we understand money, business        
and, by extension, our relationship with our fellow humans, is          
about to undergo a radical shift. At the root of that shift is             
Blockchain technology.  
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Most people who have at least a passing familiarity with the term            
“Blockchain” have heard it in reference to cryptocurrencies, like         
Bitcoin. Cryptocurrencies are already having a measurable impact        
on segments of the financial sector. That impact will become even           
greater in the coming months as institutional investors come to          
accept the utility of cryptocurrencies as a store of value. 

Although cryptocurrencies currently have the Blockchain spotlight,       
those in the know are heavily focused on another important          
Blockchain component: the smart contract. Smart contracts are,        
fundamentally, small programs that run specific operations.  

For the most part, these programs are not complex, at least           
compared to the average program running on your laptop or          
smartphone. What is special about these programs is that they          
exist and execute “on the Blockchain.”  

We will delve deeper into the significance of a Blockchain-based          
program, but the most important thing to understand is that such a            
program shares the same value proposition as a cryptocurrency.         
Smart Contracts, once written to the Blockchain, are publicly         
auditable, unalterable (unhackable), and “unowned” by any party.        
These characteristics allow for a system where “code is law,”          
fraud is made virtually impossible, and no human arbitrator is ever           
needed. This is a paradigm shift in our conception of “trust.” It has             
been the evolution of trust that brings about entirely new financial           
systems. In this article we will examine which sectors of the           
economy will be most immediately impacted by Smart Contracts         
and why. 
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The foundation of our current monetary system was laid at the           
turn of the 19th Century. Although there were many participants in           
that shift, the Rothschild family (Nathan Mayer Rothschild in         
particular) were instrumental. I highly recommend the book        
Nathan Mayer Rothschild and the Creation of a Dynasty: The          
Critical Years 1806-1816 for anyone wanting to understand what         
exactly Nathan discovered that allowed him and his family to          
become the world’s money masters. Here’s a hint: it has nothing           
to do with the occult (as many conspiracy theorists like to believe)            
and everything to do with “trust.” 

Nathan Mayer Rothschild was a man living at the end of The Age             
of Enlightenment. By 1800, the concepts Adam Smith’s        
masterpiece The Wealth Of Nations had permeated the        
consciousness of every merchant. New economic structures and        
financial instruments were being developed, resulting in worldwide        
trade networks unlike anything ever seen before.  

One such instrument in heavy use was the bill of exchange. At its             
core, a bill of exchange is a written promissory note (an “IOU”) in             
which the drafting party agrees to pay another party a specified           
sum of money at a later date. It’s conceivable that written IOUs            
are as old as trade itself (a bank check is a common modern             
variation on the theme), but it was in the early 1800s that the use              
of bills of exchange was institutionalized.  

A merchant would bring his goods into London Harbor. There he           
would be met by a representative of a major trading house (the            
wholesalers of the day). The representative would take the         
merchant’s inventory and issue the merchant a bill of exchange,          
redeemable for the cost of the merchandise in 30 days.  
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In the interim between taking delivery of the goods and redeeming           
the bill of exchange, the merchant would have a chance to sell the             
merchandise so as to have the funds available to pay the           
merchant when he arrived a month later at the trading house to            
“cash his check.” Here we see the emergence of our modern           
system of institutional credit - a system which has made the last            
200 years the most productive and prosperous of any two          
centuries in human history. 

 

What Nathan Rothschild realized and capitalized upon was the         
fact that, if a trading house had a good reputation (trust), any            
unredeemed bills of exchange from that house would have a          
significant value.  
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While the value might be less than the total “face value,” there            
was an opportunity in the difference between the market value          
(discount value) and the face value. If a merchant couldn’t afford           
to wait 30 days to redeem his bill of exchange, there were willing             
traders who would buy his bill “at a discount” and then wait the             
necessary period of time and redeem it themselves at face value.           
The difference between the discount price and the face value          
would be the trader’s return on investment. A market for bills of            
exchange arose. The market that evolved from those early         
dockside trades represents a massive part of our modern financial          
market. 

Nathan’s particular twist of genius was in realizing that a load of            
goods wasn’t even necessary to play the credit market. He began           
using a trick called a windbill. He would have his friends at large             
trading houses draft him a bill of exchange as though he had            
delivered goods to them, even though he had not delivered any           
goods whatsoever.  

He would sell this bill at a discount, use the resulting funds to             
capitalize a trade, use the revenue from that trade to pay back (at             
full face value) the trader who had purchased the discounted bill,           
and give a portion of the resulting profit to his friend at the trading              
house.  

In this way, Nathan Rothschild was able to generate capital “from           
thin air.” The trading house never had to spend a single penny            
from its treasury. Nathan had discovered a way to monetize “trust           
in the trading house’s ability to pay in the future.”  
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The windbill is the progenitor of the Treasury Bill (also Note and            
Bond) - based on trust in a government’s ability to repay the face             
value - that “created” the money in your pocket. The fact that the             
(Rothschild-created) Central Banks’ main function is as the        
traders of such bills shouldn’t be shocking. It is a change in the             
paradigm of trust that changes the global financial paradigm. 

Two of our contemporaries who are both building financial (and          
technological) dynasties - Elon Musk and Peter Thiel - made their           
bones by changing the trust paradigm in terms of commerce on           
the Internet. In 1998 Musk and Thiel, along with Max Levchin,           
Luke Nosek, and Ken Howery came together to form the company           
that would eventually become PayPal.  

The founders saw that, although the Internet greatly increased the          
size of the marketplace available to buyers and sellers, the          
relative anonymity of Internet users and the novelty of the platform           
left a major trust gap. PayPal’s platform allowed willing buyers and           
sellers to send money over the Internet (by email initially) in a            
manner that was fast, secure, easy to use, and could be trusted.  

It wasn’t long before buyers and sellers on the Internet’s biggest           
marketplace (at the time) eBay, began using PayPal to transact          
business. It can’t be overstated just how crucial PayPal was for           
bridging the trust gap for online sales. In China, for instance, even            
into the mid 2000s, eBay was paying representatives to meet          
buyers and sellers offline, in person, at designated meeting         
places, to facilitate trades - such was the lack of trust among            
Chinese users.  
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In 2000, PayPal and eBay became partners. In 2002, PayPal          
went public and, later that year, eBay acquired PayPal for $1.5           
billion. At the time of the sale, PayPal had 1 million registered            
users. PayPal was the first to effectively solve the Internet trust           
equation. In 2016, total global eCommerce sales volume        
amounted to $1.9 trillion. Of that, nearly one-fifth ($354 billion)          
passed through PayPal’s hands - the inevitable reward for         
sparking a financial revolution. 

In the case of the Rothschild system (which eventually became          
the Central Banking cartel) and PayPal (eCommerce), increased        
trust is facilitated by a third party. In the modern economy, those            
trusted entities are centralized interests such as banks,        
governments (in the form of regulatory, judicial, and enforcement         
agencies), and large corporations. While a trusted central        
authority limits the “points of failure,” such failures still occur. The           
financial meltdown of 2008 made that fact all too clear.  

The Blockchain provides a system for extreme trust without a          
centralized authority. One of the most important value        
propositions for decentralized cryptocurrencies is that there is no         
centralized authority to manipulate the currency - one of the          
biggest drawbacks of fiat currency regimes.  

Smart Contracts give parties the capability for creation and         
execution of contracts (arbitration is made moot) without the         
involvement of a third-party authority. Trust is built into the very           
fabric of the system, the “physical rules” which govern the          
blockchain itself. 
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There’s no way to fully predict the applications for Smart          
Contracts in the coming years. PayPal, for instance, is integrated          
into the Uber app, but predicting Uber in the year 2000 would            
require predicting ubiquitous Internet-connected, GPS-enabled     
smartphones. We can, however, infer when the first disruptions         
may occur based on the proven applications of already-deployed         
Smart Contracts, the majority of which “live” on the Ethereum          
Blockchain.  

I’m going to stay away from technical details as much as possible.            
This article is meant to be a high-level view of the impact of the              
technology. There is a robust community of people creating         
content about the technology itself if you want to delve deeper           
(which I advise that you do… it’s really awesome stuff). 

The most basic form of a Smart Contract is a “token.” A token is,              
fundamentally a means for proving ownership (title). Tokens can         
be created, or “minted,” by developers and moved between         
Blockchain wallets in a manner similar to cryptocurrencies. In fact,          
many tokens are traded on open markets, and the interface for           
doing so is indistinguishable from the interface for trading         
traditional, non-Smart Contract, cryptocurrencies (like Bitcoin or       
Ethereum). At the most basic level, this allows businesses to          
create their own “private money” (like video game arcade tokens)          
for use within their own ecosystem.  

A digital token can also be tied to physical assets like real estate             
(or non-physical assets like club memberships) such that the         
holder of said token has legitimate title to that asset.  
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Any business that runs on a membership basis (such as          
gyms) or utilizes some form of spendable credit (prepaid         
mobile phones comes to mind) can leverage the power of          
Smart Contracts and eliminate expensive accounting      
infrastructure. With a token tied to an RFID tag, the potential for            
a disruption in the Logistics industry (tracking the movement of          
goods) is also clear. 

In terms of executable contracts, the most common is a type of            
escrow contract. Two or more parties “deposit” funds into the          
contract which are released to a given party after a          
pre-programmed set of requirements are met. This is all done          
programmatically, is publicly auditable and transparent. Combined       
with the functionality of a title token, this application is poised to            
be a massive disruption on the existing Title and Escrow          
industries. Industries, such as Construction, which disperse funds        
based on a contractor’s completion of certain milestones can also          
leverage this technology to fulfill contracts in a manner that          
reduces the cost of accounting and speeds up the disbursement          
of funds. 

Smart Contracts can also handle all of the functions associated          
with ownership of stock certificates. Companies can raise funds         
by selling “shares” of their company in the form of tokens. This            
sale is called an Initial Coin Offering (ICO), an homage to an Initial             
Public Offering (IPO) of publicly traded stock in a company. These           
tokens can be traded on the open market and cryptocurrency          
“dividends” can be automatically distributed to token holders        
based on the number of shares they own. The exact nature and            
timing of these payments are highly configurable by the creator of           
the Smart Contract.  
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This groundbreaking concept combines the best features of the         
traditional stock markets with the immediacy of crowdfunding. It’s         
Kickstarter meets Nasdaq. This disruption to business financing        
represents a disruption to literally every industry. The way global          
business is done will never be the same. 

One application for Smart Contracts that is so far only spoken of            
in whispers is the ability for these Blockchain native programs to           
be used as triggers for automated devices in the real world.           
Imagine a scenario where you order a new shirt from a retailer            
and pay in a token accepted by the merchant.  

Your purchase, once confirmed on the Blockchain, triggers a         
Smart Contract which activates a fleet of robots in a local           
warehouse which pull your order from the shelves and pack it for            
delivery (Amazon already uses such machines in their        
warehouses). Once packed, another token transaction is initiated,        
from the apparel seller to a local delivery company.  

When that transaction is confirmed, an escrow Smart Contract is          
executed which holds the funds and dispatches an automated         
delivery vehicle to the warehouse. Once the vehicle has been          
loaded with the shirt, the state of the escrow Smart Contract is            
changed, triggering a notification to your phone with a link to a            
webpage where you can track the automated delivery vehicle’s         
progress in real-time. Once the vehicle reaches you and you          
confirm receipt, the escrow is released on the funds for the           
delivery company. That entire transaction took place in the         
absence of any centralized bank, payment processor, or        
accounting department (for either the retailer or delivery        
company).  
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The only human involved was the buyer, and there are scenarios           
(such as automated restocking of inventory) where even a human          
buyer is unnecessary. Smart Contracts on the Blockchain will         
facilitate this paradigm shift. 

There are no solutions, there are only trade-offs.  

Clearly, a high-trust, decentralized new paradigm is better, faster,         
and cheaper than the current system. The primary reason it is           
faster and cheaper, however, is that human beings - workers - are            
eliminated from the business process. Every gain in efficiency         
represents the loss of jobs for real people. Those of us who want             
to prosper in the coming years need to begin considering the           
ramifications of these new technologies while there is still time to           
plan and prepare. Let’s leverage the old systems of trust while           
they are still trustworthy. Fortunes will be made by those who can            
effectively keep one foot planted in the old paradigm and one           
planted in the new. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Best Ways To Make Money Without A Traditional Job         
In 2017 

 

By Jeff Paul 
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How to make money without a traditional job is one of the most             
requested topics by our new subscribers. Although the overall         
economy appears to be gathering storm clouds, it has never been           
easier to make money as an entrepreneur or freelancer. There are           
countless tools and resources to aid your success. In fact, the           
opportunities are so vast, it can be difficult to know where to            
begin. 

Noting the difference between an entrepreneur and a freelancer is          
a good place to start. An entrepreneur is someone who builds a            
business around solving a problem or filling a gap in the           
marketplace. A freelancer is a self-employed contractor who rents         
out their knowledge, skills, creativity and labor to customers in          
need. For instance, a restaurant owner is an entrepreneur and the           
Uber Eats driver that delivers their food is a freelancer. Typically,           
an entrepreneur has more risk and more reward while the          
freelancer has less reward but more freedom. 

Next, deciding what industry to work in and what product or           
service to offer can be a challenge. I'm a big believer in the “follow              
your passion” school of thought. Life is short. It sucks to be            
spending time doing something you don't care about. I can't prove           
it, but I bet it's bad for your health, too. What's more, it doesn't feel               
like work when you're passionate about it. It just feels like living,            
truly living. Make play your work. 

Turn Your Passion Into Income 
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We live in amazing times. The Internet and other technology          
empowers anyone to profit from any niche. Concentrating on your          
passions gives you an edge because you already participate in          
those markets and you're likely aware of the biggest influencers,          
blogs, YouTube channels, and product brands in that space. This          
unique awareness allows you to discover the under-served needs         
of the community. 

Don't know what you're passionate about? 

What are your hobbies? What do you do when you're not           
working? What do you love to learn about? What change do you            
want to see in the world? If you had all the money you needed,              
what would you work on? 

Once your passion is identified, finding a way to make money           
from it is not complicated, but it does require hard work and            
dedication. Remember the wise words in the Richest Man in          
Babylon, “Wealth grows wherever men exert energy.” 

Passion projects can begin as a side hustle in your free time. Or             
freelancers have the opportunity to make a full-time income right          
away with the aid of apps that connect you with customers. It all             
depends on how you decide to make money in your industry. 

Product, Service or Content? 

Picking the right product or service in your niche can be a            
challenge. I struggle with it every day. We live in an age where             
there seems to be more choices for new entrepreneurs than          
merely “products and services.” In fact, would say there are more           
like 3 broad categories to choose from: 

1. Products – Selling physical or digital products 
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2. Services – Contracting your talent and labor 

3. Content – Creating information, art, marketing or entertainment 

In the past, a single individual required a larger organization to           
help create anything in the categories above. Today, tools exist          
for you to make money in practically any field. Incidentally, the           
training you will need to be successful is also readily available           
online. Traditional college is fatally obsolete, but that's for a          
different article. 

Make a list of all the products, services, training courses, apps,           
tools, events and content in your niche. What's missing? What          
complaints do you have about the existing offers? How can you           
improve them? 

Developing a new product or business requires time and money          
upfront but it's something that can scale quickly and make you           
very wealthy. But, as an entrepreneur, you also face the risk of            
losing that investment if it doesn't work out; whereas a freelance           
service provider and content creators can begin immediately, but         
they're usually only scaleable to your available work hours and          
level of expertise. 

We are in the content business, which makes this report you're           
reading a “product.” Yet content creators can be both         
entrepreneur or freelancer, product or service. And, sometimes,        
content creators merely generate leads for other products and         
services. 

For example, Infowars is actually a supplement business that         
uses media (content) as a lead generator.  
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Similarly, CNN makes content to help sell Viagra and weapons of           
war. Because of tools like WordPress and YouTube, anyone can          
create content and build an audience, but you still need          
something to promote. This is especially important as ad networks          
continue to de-monetize certain content. 

Oftentimes you don't need to invent something new. Many         
products or services that you love will have affiliate programs that           
pay a commission on referrals. You can develop ways to promote           
and sell those. 

Now let's explore the best opportunities to make money in 2017           
without a traditional job. 
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Creating and Selling Products 

My oldest son recently got his driver's license. As a          
homeschooling parent who despises real jobs, I helped him start a           
business to earn enough to buy himself a car (and to teach him             
new skills). 

After researching potential business ideas to accomplish this feat,         
we decided to develop a private-label product and sell it using           
Amazon FBA. We followed simple step-by-step instructions from        
experts. Because of that we were able to launch on Amazon in            
less than a month. Within 120 days, my son earned enough buy a             
nice Jeep Cherokee Sport and pay for a world-schooling trip to           
Machu Picchu, Peru. And it only took that long because we ran            
out of inventory quickly and were out of stock for several weeks. 
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This strategy is making new millionaires every day, but it has           
some challenges like choosing the right product and it requires          
some capital to get started. It has also become more competitive.           
Yet opportunities still exist to create successful brands in every          
industry.  

Below are the basic steps we followed with links to the resources            
we used: 

Amazon FBA 

Amazon is the 3rd most visited website in the United States and            
they have around half-a-billion credit cards on file ready for          
one-click purchasing worldwide. If you sell physical or digital         
products, you must use Amazon. 

The FBA program allows you to send physical products to          
Amazon's warehouses for them to handle sales, processing,        
delivery, returns and customer service. Three strategies people        
are using to make money on Amazon are retail arbitrage,          
private-label products, and custom products. The first month of         
FBA is free and then it's $40 per month. Plus, Amazon takes a             
commission and pick-and-pack fees when you sell something.        
Here's a good quick-start guide to Amazon FBA and an excellent           
podcast about the process. 

Steps to launching a private-label product on Amazon: 

1. Choose a product that you'll love bragging about 

2. Find a good supplier (Alibaba) 

3. Order samples and make your changes and improvements 
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4. Make logo for private label (Fiverr) and get a UPC (Simply            
Barcodes) 

5. Arrange shipping to US and Amazon (Deringer) 

6. Create Amazon listing with awesome photos (Fiverr - see          
below) 

7. Get product reviews (friends and family) 

8. Launch promotions and giveaways (Tomoson) 

9. Run Amazon Pay-Per-Click Ads 

10. Set up systems for customer feedback (Salesbacker) 

11. Develop sales channels outside of Amazon (Shopify, Jet,         
eBay) 

My son even modeled his own product. We took pictures at our            
house and hired a freelancer on Fiverr to whiteout the          
backgrounds. This isn't rocket science. 
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I don't mind sharing the product idea because we no longer sell it             
as my son has moved on to more passionate pursuits. 

You can also successfully launch “digital” products on Amazon,         
including books, special reports, movies, music and more,        
although there are many more channels for making money from          
digital content. 
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Service, Freelancers and the App Economy 

If there is a way for you to provide value to others, there's             
probably an app to connect you to customers. Most focus on basic            
tasks where you can get experience and begin to sharpen some           
valuable skills. And if you apply yourself and develop a good           
reputation in these networks, you can make a comfortable living.          
To do that, you must treat these apps like a real job or business;              
work 8-10 hours per day, give good customer service, and          
reinvest some profits to improve your skills and efficiency. 

Here are some of the best freelance apps with entry-level          
opportunities: 

Computer Skills 

As you read in the project above, we hired two different           
freelancers on Fiverr for graphic design and photo editing. I've          
also hired software developers, writers, coloring book artists,        
voice performers, and video editors on Fiverr. In fact, thousands          
of people make a full-time living on Fiverr and it gives them            
location independence (they can work from anywhere in the         
world). Read some Fiverr success stories of six-figure incomes         
with pro tips at this Forbes article. Also check out this podcast to             
learn more. Another top site for designers, coders, developers and          
any content contractor is Freelancer.com. Don't have any of these          
skills? Learn them with video courses at places like Lynda and           
Udemy. You can also use these skills to build your own products            
like websites, apps, software as a service (SaaS), and content. 

Animal Care 
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Say you love dogs. They're your passion and you'd like to make            
money working with them. If you don't have the patience or money            
to create a product for dogs, offering a service is your fastest path             
to an income. Get paid to be a dog walker or sitter with apps like               
Rover, Wag Walking, and DogVacay. Register on all three and          
crush it. There are also countless product ideas for pets, including           
digital items like dog food cookbooks, training videos, etc. 
Driving 

Driving for Uber or Lyft is the most popular service in the app             
economy. However, there is a plethora of other driving services          
like UberEATS and delivery. If you have a truck, you can use            
apps like Dolly to connect with customers who are moving, who           
need furniture and appliances delivered, or have junk to be          
hauled away. 
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General Help 

Apps like TaskRabbit and NextDoor are services that connect         
neighbors to each other in an informal market place. TaskRabbit          
is described as an online and mobile marketplace that matches          
freelance labor with local demand, allowing consumers to find         
immediate help with everyday tasks, including cleaning, moving,        
delivery and handyman work. NextDoor is a private social network          
for your neighborhood that is less formal but is great for           
babysitters. More skilled contractors like builders, plumbers and        
electricians can use Angie's List to expand their reach. 

Culinary 
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Are you a chef or someone who loves to cook but hates the long              
hours and stress of running a brick-and-mortar restaurant? Now         
you can make a living as a private chef on your own schedule with              
apps like EatWith, Feastly, ChefXChange, Meal Sharing, and        
more. 

Other interesting app network opportunities include helping       
people set up podcast and video equipment or fix their computer           
with HelloTech; or to become a mechanic who does house calls           
using Wrench. 

Content Creators 

Not long ago creators had to find a large company to work for in              
order to get paid to produce content. Because of that it was            
difficult to break into the fields of journalism, photography, movie          
making, music, radio broadcasting, and book publishing. Today        
anyone can create awesome content and monetize it. Even my          
9-year-old has a YouTube channel, though we had to lie about his            
age to set it up ;) 

In order to make money, you must be deliberate about the           
purpose and delivery of your content. In other words, focus on           
your niche and building on the primary platforms you publish your           
content. Incidentally, even if you make content as a freelancer for           
other people or organizations, you should also build your own          
audience of fans. 

Kevin Kelly, founding editor of Wired magazine and former editor          
of the Whole Earth Review, wrote an article explaining how you           
can be successful if you have “1000 True Fans.” He writes: 
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To be a successful creator you don’t need millions. You don’t           
need millions of dollars or millions of customers, millions of          
clients or millions of fans. To make a living as a craftsperson,            
photographer, musician, designer, author, animator, app      
maker, entrepreneur, or inventor you need only thousands of         
true fans. 

A true fan is defined as a fan that will buy anything you             
produce. These diehard fans will drive 200 miles to see you           
sing; they will buy the hardback and paperback and audible          
versions of your book; they will purchase your next figurine          
sight unseen; they will pay for the “best-of” DVD version of           
your free youtube channel; they will come to your chef’s table           
once a month. If you have roughly a thousand of true fans            
like this (also known as super fans), you can make a living —             
if you are content to make a living but not a fortune. 

Here’s how the math works. You need to meet two criteria.           
First, you have to create enough each year that you can           
earn, on average, $100 profit from each true fan. That is           
easier to do in some arts and businesses than others, but it            
is a good creative challenge in every area because it is           
always easier and better to give your existing customers         
more, than it is to find new fans. 

Second, you must have a direct relationship with your fans.          
That is, they must pay you directly. You get to keep all of             
their support, unlike the small percent of their fees you might           
get from a music label, publisher, studio, retailer, or other          
intermediate. If you keep the full $100 of each true fan, then            
you need only 1,000 of them to earn $100,000 per year.           
That’s a living for most folks. 
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As mentioned earlier, content or media is usually a lead generator           
for other products and services. Consider how you can package          
your work into products for your true fans. It could be swag like             
hats, shirts, stickers, signed books, photos, or prints. Look around          
at what others are doing in your space and mirror what they're            
doing with your unique flare. 

Sound intimidating? Let's examine some core categories of        
content production and the basic steps and tools available to be           
successful. 

Journalism 

Do you want to be an investigative reporter, opinion writer, author,           
newsletter editor, or a blogger? There's nothing stopping you. It's          
simple to set up your own site on Blogger or with WordPress, set             
up a Patreon and start writing. Or write on Steemit and get paid in              
cryptocurrency. After that, the most essential tool is an email list           
manager like MailChimp. That's what you use to build and          
manage your thousand true fans. It's a list you control, unlike at            
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram (which are also important to set          
up and maintain). To get more exposure, offer to write for larger            
websites in your niche. They're always looking for quality original          
content. You can also easily self-publish newsletters, ebooks or         
full-length manuscripts as PDFs or through Kindle Direct        
Publishing. 

Photography 
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Do you love taking pictures?     
You're probably already sharing    
them on social media, especially     
photo-focused platforms like   
Pinterest, Instagram and   
Snapchat. Those are great places     
to build an audience, but if you       
want to monetize your photos     
check out SmugMug, Foap, Fotolia and PhotoShelter. Follow the         
steps in the previous section to host your own portfolio site and            
build your email list. Offer websites the use of free images if they             
include attribution and links to your work. 

Video 

Video is the most powerful form of content. Learning skills around           
producing quality movies is highly valuable. Whether you are         
interested in becoming a vlogger or an animator, you can find           
training and software to help you be successful. Programs to edit           
video like Adobe Premier Pro, Final Cut Pro (Apple), or Filmora           
have extensive tutorials on YouTube. Animation software like        
Maya, Adobe Edge, and Blender is making it easier to produce           
high-quality animation. Once you have some basic skills with         
these programs, you can offer your services on Fiverr and          
Freelancer to get some experience or work on your own projects           
for YouTube, Amazon, or other venues. 

Music and Audio 
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Remember when people listened to terrestrial radio? LOL! Back in          
those days there were many gatekeepers to get your music or           
voice “on air.” Today, all you need is a decent microphone and            
some free software like Audacity or GarageBand and your         
podcast is off and rolling. It's easy to host your finished files at             
Libsyn and SoundCloud or a plugin for your blog, and point the            
feed to iTunes, Stitcher and Google Play. Start your own show or            
album and promote the heck out of it, or use your skills to help              
others produce awesome audio. 

It can seem overwhelming when you're first starting out, but you're           
as smart and as capable as anyone who has mastered these           
skills. If you dedicate yourself to one of these paths, I bet you'll be              
surprised by how much money you can make in a short period of             
time. 

Are you building a business or side hustle using these techniques           
and others? Tell us about your progress and challenges at          
contact@countermarkets.com 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

How To Ensure Clean Drinking Water For Your Family 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Everyone at one point or another in their life has felt thirsty and             
found themselves without water, at least for a short time. It doesn’t            
take much imagination to realize how much worse that feeling          
would become if water was simply unavailable.  
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A variety of reasons could result in water shortages. Most          
prominent among them are disasters.  

Storms and flooding are among the leading causes of temporary          
water shortages. In Bangkok, Thailand during the 2011 floods,         
bottled water disappeared off the shelves for a week and supplies           
were intermittent for another week or two before logistics were          
fully restored and demand evened out with supply. 

More long-term water shortages may be caused by economic         
crises, political instability, war, and as California regularly        
experiences, weather such as extended droughts.  

Another reason may be water contamination, where water is         
available but may not be safe to drink. The US city of Flint,             
Michigan is still undergoing a water crisis. The urgency may not           
appear to be on par with short- and long-term outright shortages,           
but unsafe water supplies, while not leaving a population thirsty,          
may lead to more serious health problems in the future including           
developmental problems in children and heavy metal poisoning in         
adults.  

Beyond Flint, Michigan, most public water supplies are laced with          
a variety of chemicals either permitted by government regulations         
or not even tested for. While media hype regarding Flint, Michigan           
may place all attention there regarding poisoned water, virtually         
everyone is at risk if they depend on public water supplies for their             
drinking water.  

Ensuring clean drinking water for yourself, your family, and your          
community is both a necessity toward a more decentralized and          
resilient future, and presents a variety of business opportunities.  

Bottled Water  
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For people in disaster-prone areas, storing      
bottled water is an easy and cheap way of         
ensuring, at least in the short term, a clean         
water supply is always available.  

For the residents of Bangkok, buying two       
large 6-liter bottles each time they do their        
shopping at the local market until they have        
2-3 weeks worth of water saved up in their         
residence would ensure a clean and secure       
source of drinking water even if the city        
experienced the drastic flooding of 2011      
again.  

Storing bottled water is easy. Bottles should be kept out of light            
and their expiration date noted. As each new bottle is brought in, it             
should be placed in the back, and older bottles consumed first.  

Another habit that is common in Bangkok is the use of large            
basins with a capacity of up to 100-150 liters kept in or near             
bathrooms. This water is non-potable and is used for flushing          
toilets and washing if city water is disrupted or a particular building            
has problematic water pressure. Keeping this reservoir of        
non-potable water on hand ensures that your drinking water is          
only used for drinking.  

Water Filters  

Good Housekeeping in cooperation with the University of Arizona         
put together a report titled, “Is Your Tap Water Safe?” In it, they             
introduced the dangers that lurk in public water supplies and          
explored various types of water filters effective in reducing or          
eliminating them.  
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The report states: 

Confronted with a problem with their water, many        
homeowners use under-the-sink or countertop units that       
contain special filters. Or people may install whole-house        
filters (known as point-of-entry devices), which cover not just         
the water they're drinking, but what flows into tubs, showers,          
and appliances.  

If the water is too "hard" — loaded with calcium and           
magnesium — minerals can build up in pipes and washing          
and dishwashing machines, causing everything from skin       
irritations to spotted glassware. An ion-exchange filter (water        
softener) draws in the harder minerals, trading them for         
"softer" sodium and potassium. Other types of filters tackle         
different problems. An activated carbon filter gets rid of         
unpleasant odors and tastes; a reverse-osmosis system       
filters out many EPA-regulated contaminants; and an       
ultraviolet filter kills bacteria and other microorganisms. 

The report concludes that while home filtration devices might be          
expensive, they do provide clean water for homeowners.  
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The report suggests that homeowners have their water tested and          
research specifically into the types of filters best suited for general           
water filtration and for specific contaminants that might be present          
at their specific community. 

Atmospheric Water Generators  

Of course, the ultimate solution to ensuring safe drinking water is           
to produce it yourself. This can be done through the use of            
atmospheric water generators which function like dehumidifiers       
extracting moisture from air through condensation before running        
it through a series of filters and storing it in a unit similar to a               
standard bottled water dispenser.  

The primary drawback to water generators is their initial cost, with           
the EcoloBlue 30 unit, for example, selling for as much as 800 US             
dollars. The unit claims it can produce up to 30 liters (8 gallons) a              
day, but depends on humidity. Less humid regions of the world           
will yield much less water. 
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Water generators depend on electricity to cool the condensing         
coils required to extract atmospheric moisture. They also often         
require proprietary water filter replacements which add additional        
cost to the machine’s upkeep over time.  
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However, many of the problems water generators currently face,         
despite the concept itself presenting the perfect solution to water          
security, is owed to a lack of competition. Many systems on the            
market include extra features like hot and cold water dispensing,          
computer controls, and touchscreen interfaces that add cost to         
what could be an otherwise simpler and cheaper system.  

For entrepreneurs, creating a cheaper more flexible system would         
be a possible means of both securing clean drinking water for           
themselves, their families, and communities, as well as a possible          
business opportunity. For the people of cities like Flint, Michigan,          
an entrepreneur providing affordable solutions like a simplified,        
cheap, possibly even open-source atmospheric water generator       
could be a profitable way of eliminating not only the ongoing water            
crisis there, but help alleviate water crises worldwide.  
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While open-source design might not seem as profitable at face          
value as a purely proprietary system like the EcoloBlue line of           
atmospheric water generators, the design and development       
community that springs up around an open-source project will         
ensure it advances in terms of quality and capability in ways           
proprietary-bent companies cannot keep up with. Or you can work          
directly with factories to customize the design. Profits will flow to           
those actually producing the machines, as well as third-party         
suppliers much in the same way open-source 3D printing         
ecosystems exist.  

With water being such an essential and precious resource, the          
idea of a ubiquitous open-source community ensuring the means         
of generating water anywhere reliability and efficiently doesn’t        
seem like a bad investment for our collective future. The best way            
to survive societal collapse is to ensure it never happens in the            
first place. This is done by securing our own water first, then            
ensuring our communities are taken care of as well.  

Taking care of our communities through entrepreneurial activities        
gives us an incentive to do it, incentive for competition to ensure            
we provide the best and most efficient options for our neighbors,           
and forces us to evolve and improve over time as small, local            
businesses.  

This approach, in a much wider sense, ensures ourselves clean          
drinking water, because no matter how much water we hoard in           
our own homes, if our community lacks clean water amid an           
emergency, our neighbors may be transformed from potential        
business partners into desperate thieves.  
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Ultimately, a combination of these techniques would be ideal.         
Even if you own an atmospheric water generator or a water           
filtration system for your tap, you should still attempt to keep an            
emergency supply of bottled water on hand. Water is one of life’s            
most basic essentials; often taken for granted, but sorely missed          
when unfortunate events unfold and our access to it is cut off.            
Putting some thought and action into it now while we can will not             
be regretted if and when we find ourselves in circumstances when           
we cannot.  
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WEALTH 

8 Powerful (Legal) Strategies To Avoid Paying Taxes 

 

By Joe Wright 
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The old maxim that the two great inescapable realities are death           
and taxes should come as an affront to the liberty minded. The            
mandatory payment of taxes is as unnatural as death is natural,           
and is a human construct that is a historically recent phenomenon. 

The concept of raising tax revenue in the United States began           
with the Civil War when a 3-5% tax bracket was established to            
fund the effort. It was a temporary measure that set an expiration            
date 10 years later. All told, 10% of households were exposed to            
some form of taxation. 

The subsequent interrelationship between the Federal Reserve       
and the Internal Revenue Service that occurred decades later in          
1913 created a permanent mandatory taxation that has only         
escalated its demands since, and has given rise to the “death and            
taxes” we’ve come to accept for merely being born inside the           
United States. It is a documented conspiracy that is outside the           
scope of this article, but justly should be taught to every American            
child. For that essential textbook, I refer you to G. Edward Griffin’s            
Creature From Jekyll Island. 

The sheer scope of the conspiracy, and the fact that most people            
believe that paying taxes is now synonymous with “being a good           
citizen,” highlights the dangers of taking the ultimate stand of          
complete tax non-compliance. While the moral argument is strong         
in refusing to fund war, torture, surveillance, and the myriad          
inefficiencies of the State, the legalities for doing so have yet to be             
reversed. 

Until that time when Voluntaryism becomes the law of the land, it            
behooves us to look at the various methods for reducing our           
exposure to taxes and thus better enjoy the fruits of our labor. 
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Disclaimer: It’s important, of course, to always seek expert advice          
before filing your tax return. The 74,000-page tax code is only           
growing and contains a minefield of ways to cause you harm. 

 

Counter Economics  

An excellent starting point for tax reduction is either to avoid           
getting on the grid to begin with, or removing yourself from the            
grid in every way possible. While it’s nearly impossible for anyone           
with a Social Security Number not to have a tax target on their             
back, non-traditional forms of employment and exchange can help         
promote freedom in even the smallest of ways. 

Central to embarking on this path is to understand the concepts           
surrounding counter economies, or what is often referred to as          
Agorism.  
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An essential lecture on the topic is available here from one of the             
leading voices in Agorism, Derrick Broze, as he covers the          
philosophies and strategies of “vertical” and “horizontal” Agorism.        
Derrick covers the foundation for this lifestyle that can be rooted in            
barter, sharing networks, payments via cryptocurrencies and       
precious metals, farming co-ops, community gardens and other        
means of extreme localism that are perfectly legal as a means of            
conducting business in most areas. 

Additionally, by joining the ranks of the self-employed, other         
benefits are conferred such as ease of filing under sole          
proprietorship, paying your children to work in your business         
which carries a lower tax rate, home office deductions, charitable          
contributions can become business expenses, as well as more         
flexible retirement contributions. 

By applying any or all of these techniques, you can take a            
frontline approach to avoiding excessive taxation not only at the          
federal level, but at your local level as well. 

Marriage and Children  

Certainly one of the more natural ways that people can limit their            
tax exposure is by getting married and having children. There are           
several considerations beyond the emotional connection,      
however, that should be highlighted to help maximize the financial          
benefits. 

The timing of a marriage can have an early impact on taxes            
depending on the situation, according to Kiplinger. It may be best,           
for example to avoid getting married late in the year and, instead,            
wait until the beginning of the next. 
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When children arrive, here are some ways that Kiplinger highlights          
for a couple to best utilize the savings afforded to them by            
knowing the tax code. Full details are available on their site here. 

Pay child care bills with pre-tax dollars: If you use a child-care            
reimbursement account at work to pay those bills, you get to use            
pre-tax dollars. That can save you one-third or more of the cost,            
since you avoid both income and Social Security taxes. If your           
boss offers such a plan, take advantage of it. 

Dependency exemptions: This applies to adopted children as well.         
An added exemption will knock nearly $4,000 off your taxable          
income, and you'll probably qualify for the $1,000 child credit, too.           
Extra withholding allowances filed with your employer will also cut          
tax withholding from your paycheck, increasing your take-home        
pay. Thousands of dollars of expenses incurred in connection with          
adopting a child can be recouped via a tax credit. The credit can             
be as high as $13,190. If you adopt a special needs child, you get              
the maximum credit even if you spend less. 
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Properly structure tuition costs and college savings: Coverdell        
Savings Accounts allow parents and grandparents to use tax-free         
dollars to pay private-school tuition and other education-related        
costs for elementary and high-school students. You don't get a          
deduction, but money you stash in a Coverdell grows tax-deferred          
and can be withdrawn tax-free to pay education bills. Beyond          
tuition and fees, you can use Coverdell money to pay for tutoring,            
books and supplies, uniforms and transportation. You can buy a          
computer for the whole family to use and pay for Internet access,            
too. Using a state-sponsored 529 college savings plan can make          
earnings completely tax free and lets you keep control over the           
money. If one child decides not to go to college, you can switch             
the account to another child or take it back. Also use a Roth IRA              
as a tax-deferred savings plan for college. Savings bonds can          
also be used to avoid tax on the interest when paying for college             
tuition. 

Hire your children. If you have an unincorporated business, hiring          
your children can have real tax advantages. You can deduct what           
you pay them, thus shifting income from your tax bracket to theirs.            
Since wages are earned income, the "kiddie tax" does not apply.           
And, if the child is under age 18, he or she does not have to pay                
Social Security tax on the earnings. One more advantage: the          
earnings can serve as a basis for an IRA contribution. 

But it’s not all a one-way street; parents can in turn help their adult              
children receive their own tax benefits in the following ways: 

Roll over an inherited 401(k): A beneficiary of a 401(k) plan to roll             
over the account into an IRA and stretch payouts (and the tax bill             
on them) over his or her lifetime. 
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Help your adult children earn a credit for retirement savings:          
Parents can help by giving an adult child (who cannot be claimed            
as a dependent and who is not a full-time student) the money to             
fund retirement account contributions. The child not only saves on          
taxes, but also saves for his or her retirement. 

Be the bank for your children: You can help them buy a house or              
start a business interest free, under $10,000. You might be          
required to charge interest over that amount.  

Deduct interest paid by mom and dad: When parents make          
payments on a child’s student loan, the child can claim a tax            
deduction for the interest, as long as the parents can't claim him            
or her as a dependent, even if he or she doesn't itemize. 

Home Ownership  

Although there appears to be a significant shift toward renting,          
with big names in finance even suggesting to millennials to avoid           
home ownership as a means of wealth production, there are some           
key benefits to home ownership where taxes are concerned. 
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Homeowners may deduct both mortgage interest and property tax         
payments as well as certain other expenses from their federal          
income tax. Renters pay these expenses, too, in the cost of           
the rent,  but the landlord gets the tax write-off. 

Homeowners may exclude, up to a limit, the capital gain they           
realize from the sale of a home. 

Home-equity debt of up to $100K can generally be deductible if           
the loan was used to buy or improve your home. 

Kiplinger adds the following benefits and strategies: 
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Use a tax-free exchange to acquire new property: By trading one           
rental property for another, you can avoid the capital gains taxes           
you'd incur if you sold the first property, leaving you with more to             
invest in the second. 

Use an installment sale of real estate to defer a tax bill: If the              
buyer pays you in installments, the IRS will let you pay the tax bill              
on your profit in installments, too. You must charge interest on the            
deal, and each payment you receive will have three parts: interest           
(taxable at your top rate), capital gain, and return of your           
investment (tax-free). 

Convert a vacation home to your principal residence: The break          
that allows homeowners to take profit from a home sale tax-free is            
restricted to the sale of a primary residence. But you can extend            
the tax break to cover part of the profit on a second home if you               
convert it to your primary residence at least two years before you            
sell. 

Take advantage of tax-free rental income: According to the Tax          
Policy Center, “The main benefit is that the owners do not pay            
taxes on the imputed rental income from their own homes.” If you            
live in an area that hosts a special event, you can rent out your              
home tax-free on a limited basis. A special provision in the law            
lets you rent a home for up to 14 days a year without having to               
report a dime of the money you receive as income.  

Pre-tax Retirement Accounts 

Many retirement plans like 401(k)s and IRAs can be funded with           
pre-tax dollars, and earnings grow tax-free. You won't pay taxes          
on those funds until withdrawals at retirement. By contributing to          
these accounts, you reduce your current tax burden while saving          
and investing in a beneficial environment. 
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These types of accounts have deposit limits according to tax law.           
For example, you can only contribute $5500 in pre-tax money per           
year to an IRA if you're under fifty years old, and $6500/year if             
you're above fifty. You are permitted to contribute up to          
$18,000/year ($24,000 if older than 50) in pre-tax income to          
employer-driven plans like 401(k)s. 

Contribute To Non-Profit Organizations/Organize Your     
Business As A Non-Profit  

As detailed recently on the Vin Armani Show by Dan Johnson,           
Executive Director of the Tax Revolution Institute, there is another          
interesting legal way to reduce personal tax exposure while         
directly investing in competition against the State. As Dan         
recounts, Arizona has become a documented example of the         
effectiveness of a “Universal Tax Credit” strategy. 

In 1997, Arizona implemented the nation’s first charitable tax         
credit, allowing taxpayers to redirect up to $200 of their tax           
bill to non-profits that serve low-income Arizonans. In 2015,         
116,000 Arizona taxpayers used the credit, sending $32.3        
million to deserving non-profits… 

Arizona’s charitable tax credit … became so popular that it          
was increased to $400 last year. 

By combining the political right’s desire for a direct reduction in           
taxes, and the political left’s desire for providing more services,          
private non-profit organizations give support to both sides.        
Moreover, the success of Arizona’s program can be proven         
empirically, which all but guarantees the proliferation of the idea          
from the local to the federal level. The key is to get the word out               
and become involved building this concept. Help support        
legislation for your state here. 
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Socialsafety.net is another vehicle being set up by Dan Johnson          
which will offer a database of the 1.5 million non-profits already           
doing a much better job of building communities than the federal           
government ever could. 

You can view this exceptional interview with Dan Johnson here. 

Foreign Corporations  

Much was made of the Panama Papers and those “dirty tax           
avoiders.” However, it was interesting that one of the facts that           
had to be highlighted, even by the sitting president and the           
mainstream media, is that having a foreign corporation is perfectly          
legal. Naturally, such a reality was decried as an obvious need to            
close the perceived loopholes but, for now, the instrument         
remains a bona fide one. 

While mega corporations and celebrities are often the focus of          
these mainstream accounts, it might be a good option for certain           
individuals. If you're an Internet entrepreneur, for example, you         
have the option of setting up your business anywhere. 

There are many desirable territories for establishing a business to          
shelter yourself from taxes. Yet this is not an easy or cheap            
undertaking. Be careful of professed experts that one might find          
on the Internet, and take great care in studying the location and            
type of corporation. It is also important to note that if money is             
moved overseas – or any type of income earned there – it can be              
subjected to substantial repatriation fees. 
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Renounce Citizenship  

This is clearly the most extreme method, and certainly is a           
decision that must be taken with utmost gravity. The fact that the            
benefits conferred by one’s birthright should instead be perceived         
as a type of debt sentence is a sad position to take. Nevertheless,             
year after year, more people choose to give up their citizenship           
and their passport. The State, of course, has taken notice of this            
trend and is making it increasingly difficult to do so. 
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The U.S. government has increased the application cost for         
renunciation by orders of magnitude in recent years – from $450           
to $2,350 – making it the single highest cost in the entire world.             
Furthermore, there are additional costs that can be incurred for          
higher net worth individuals who can be subject to a net capital            
gains tax. For others, fees will be applied for any irregularities with            
the previous 5 years of filing, or failure to file. Lastly, estate taxes             
and gift taxes can also incur penalties. 

Still, given all of the hurdles, American renunciation increased by          
20% in 2016 to record levels. Expert consultation is highly          
recommended for those who wish to join the exodus, as the           
requirements and costs continue to increase along with the         
numbers of those seeking to escape the burden. 

Private Family Foundations 

When you read stories about “humanitarians” Bill Gates, Warren         
Buffett and Mark Zuckerberg giving away all of their billions to           
charity, what they don't tell you is that it's really a strategy to             
protect their wealth from taxes. Private foundations are a tax-free          
environment to hold and grow investments which still remain         
under your custodial control. They also protect and pass assets to           
your heirs as seamlessly as changing the trustees and board of           
directors. 

Once you start a charitable family foundation, you are able to           
contribute the equivalent of 30% of your income to it each year. If             
you give more in a single year, that donation can be carried over             
and claimed on your taxes the following year. You can even           
transfer ownership of your home into the trust and your full           
mortgage payment is now “tax deductible” as a charitable         
contribution. 
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These charitable foundations do have rules. They require that you          
spend 5% of the value of the holdings each year on charitable            
activities. This 5% can include management, rent and other         
administration expenses, but should have a genuine element of         
charity. Other rules like no “self-dealing” where your charity         
spends money at your for-profit business and no support for          
politicians are also notable. 

Setting up a charitable family trust is not as difficult or as            
expensive as you may think. Watch an informative seminar on this           
topic here. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

 

Bitcoin (along with most other cryptocurrencies), had an        
absolutely tremendous month. We began May with BTC trading         
around $1350, and we hit a high of $2728 on 5/24. That’s a 100%              
gain in under a month for Bitcoin. The price fell sharply to the             
$2000 range by 5/27, but the buying activity picked up strongly at            
that level. Currently we’re sitting around the $2500 mark. 

Over the past month we’ve seen the largest influx of new capital            
into the cryptocurrency market ever. At no time period in the past            
has this much new money gone into Bitcoin, and dozens of other            
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cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin is gradually becoming the new “reserve        
currency” of the cryptocurrency market, and new high flyers like          
Ethereum, Ripple, Dash, NEM, and Monero are up 5-10 fold in           
value over the past couple of months.  

The chart below illustrates the massive capital inflow into         
cryptocurrencies other than BTC. You can see prior to May that           
figure stood around 5 Billion. It’s now close to 50 Billion, so a full              
10x increase in market cap for cryptos other than Bitcoin.  

 

In addition, you can see Bitcoin’s dominance in the market          
decreasing strongly over the past month. Where it used to          
dominate 80-90% of the cryptocurrency market, it has now         
dropped to under 50% with massive market share going to          
Ethereum and Ripple over the past month.  
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None of this means that Bitcoin is in danger of disappearing, it            
simply means that valid competitors are finally emerging. It also          
means that speculators want in. Many who are invested in Bitcoin           
missed the meteoric rise from under $1 to where it stands today.            
People are looking at these new cryptocurrencies to give them a           
chance at several hundred percent gains – rates of return that           
aren’t likely to happen as fast with Bitcoin. 

Going forward we expect to see an ebb and flow pattern where            
speculators move in and out of the multiple alternative         
cryptocurrencies, but always returning to Bitcoin as their reserve         
currency.  
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As far as price projections, it’s impossible to say for sure where            
things are headed. There’s a definite uptrend in place, and there’s           
tons of new money coming into the market on a daily basis. If you              
don't own any Bitcoin, we think there’s still plenty of upside left            
here. Adoption by the masses is nowhere near complete, and          
once people realize the power of a decentralized financial system,          
demand will only go up. Bitcoin cannot be shut down, regulated,           
or controlled by any government. It offers the ability to send           
money across borders with practically no transaction fee,        
guaranteed arrival, and delivery within minutes. By holding Bitcoin         
your money is completely free of any regulation from financial          
institutions.  

For those of you who are new to Counter Markets, we           
recommend Coinbase for simple Bitcoin purchases. Once you        
have your bitcoins in Coinbase we suggest transferring them to a           
new wallet with Jaxx. 
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https://www.coinbase.com/join/52cf1b84ebcc34441200015d
http://www.jaxx.io/


 

Silver Update 

 

During May we saw silver climb from about $16, to $17.50. We’re            
seeing a range emerge so far this year, as the price bounces            
between the $16 and $18 levels. With France electing pro-EU          
candidate Emmanuel Macron, stock markets have continued       
higher with no cause for concern. Historically, gold and silver          
have been where investors turn to in uncertain times, the flight to            
safety type of investments. Despite near record valuations in the          
US stock market, and more wars going on than we can keep track             
of, the US stock market continues to make new all-time highs.  

The basic story hasn’t changed for gold and silver. As mentioned           
previously, gold and silver are physical forms of currency that          
can’t be inflated away, limited at the ATM, or outright seized by            
your bank. Gold and silver can’t be created out of thin air like             
paper currency can. 

So, while they have an intrinsic value and utility, the nominal price            
is subject to investor euphoria or doom and gloom. The current           
outlook for the precious metals is that they’re boring, especially as           
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the US stock market breaks out to new highs. We’d advise you to             
start collecting while prices are still in the “boring” range. When           
precious metals are exciting again it will probably be because          
stock prices are plummeting and investors are looking for         
somewhere they can park cash safely. Should that point come,          
you can be sure the $16-$18 price level will be long gone.  
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Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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